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COURSE INTRODUCTION: 

This course is designed to help clinicians deliver targeted movement 

retraining to successfully manage each patient’s pain, pathology and 

compromised function of the low back and hip. It supports all clinicians’ 

desired outcomes for their patients through the identification and 

management of the movement impairment associated to their current low 

back or hip issue. The course details a systemized route to employ 

movement as the intervention of choice with their patients to manage 

recurrence and support participation and long term movement health. Pain, 

pathology and compromised function are linked to mechanism of movement 

impairment. Kinetic Control contemporary neuroscience, biomechanics, 

physiology and skill acquisition principles to allow all clinicians to harness 

the power of movement within their practice to empower people to change 

mechanisms of recurrence.  
 

COURSE OVERVIEW  

The close relationship between the low back and hip during functional and 

performance tasks is widely acknowledged. Although the value of 

movement is increasingly recognised as a tool to manage low back and hip 

presentations the clinical picture can appear complex due to the number of 

different variables altering any individual’s movement patterns. Because 

everyone moves differently, how do we decide which particular movement 

has the greatest influence on a patient’s low back or hip problem? The main 

focus of this course is to give clinicians the tools and enhanced skill set to 

use targeted movement retraining to change the mechanisms of movement 

control impairments related to pain, pathology and compromised function of 

the low back and hip.  
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KEY FEATURES  

 Develops skills to successfully use clinical tools and a movement focused 

framework to change the mechanisms of movement impairment associated 

to the low back and hip  

 Achieves better outcomes in respect of recurrence and long term health  

 Supplies a targeted movement retraining intervention allowing clinicians 

to be increasingly time efficient in addressing their patients’ impairments  

 Develops clinicians’ abilities to change the building blocks of more 

complex movement patterns  

 Supplies therapists with the clinical reasoning and skillset to manage the 

complexities of low back and hip presentations  
 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 At the end of this course the participant should be able to:  

 Evaluate and diagnose movement and identify client specific movement 

impairments  

 Deliver targeted movement retraining to alter the key mechanisms 

associated to their patients’ low back and hip pain or dysfunction  

 Operate within a structured clinical reasoning framework to help patients 

achieve their outcomes  

 Apply practical interventions derived from contemporary research 

underpinning the principles of movement evaluation and retraining decision 

making.  
 

Program Tutor  
 

MAHMOUD SAAD 

Mahmoud qualified from Cairo University in 1999 and worked 

clinically and academically before moving to the UK in 2004 to 

 start his academic role at Sheffield Hallam University (SHU) as  

a senior physiotherapy lecturer. He has a post-graduate certificate  

in teaching and learning in Higher education -UK, master in 

Musculoskeletal physiotherapy from SHU, Diploma in manual 

 therapy (leading to MACP recognition) and currently persuading 

 a Ph.D. degree in MSK Physiotherapy at SHU-UK. Mahmoud is  

a physiotherapy academic and clinician based in Sheffield UK.  
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This mix of science and practice gives Mahmoud the chance to 

 comment on the current clinical climate. He states, ‘exercise 

prescription has become confusing due to the lack of standardized 

approach for selection/prescription; adopting the Kinetic Control 

system has definitely made it simple to prescribe exercises that are 

based on reliable clinical testing. It guides the treatment in a logical 

manner and provides the clinician and the patient with reliable 

prognostic tools.  
 

 

 

 

FATMA EL BAKRY  

Fatma originally, qualified from Cairo University in 2008 with BSc in 

Physiotherapy, she has continued to gain more clinical insight and 

expertise through from a wide range of educators, something she  

considers to be not only a great privilege but also highly influential  

on her course delivery in Egypt, Oman, Jordan and Dubai with  

PrimePhysio UK Ltd.After more than 10 years of experience working 

 with a wide variety of patients in private practice as a therapist and Pilates 

instructor, I discovered Kinetic Control. It supplies a rigorous clinical 

framework, helping me to use movement assessment and retraining in my 

treatment, alongside the integration of Pilates, as a long term effective and 

high standard management, rehabilitation and patient care strategy.’ 
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